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Explain the basic principle of operation of a DC Generator with a simple loop L2
generator?

OR
What are the various characteristics of compound generators?
The armature of a 4 pole, lap-wound DC shunt generator has 120 slots with 4
conductors per slot.The flux per pole is 0.05 wb. The generator runs at speed 1500
rpm. Find the generated voltage?

luNrr-rrl
Derive the expression for electromagnetic torque.
A 250V, 4 pole D.C shunt motor has two circuit armature winding with 500
conductors. The armature circuit resistance is 0.25 ohms, field resistance is 125 ohm
and the flux per pole is 0.O2wb.Find the speed and torque developed if the motor
draws 144 from the mains?
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OR
4 Explain swinburne's test for finding the efficiency of D.C machine.

a Derive an EMF equation of a single-phase transformer.
b A single-phase transformer has 400 turns on primary winding 1000 turns

secondary winding. If it is operating at 50Hz supply with a maximum flux
0.045wb.Find (i) Primary &Secondary induced EMF (ii) EMF induced per turn.

OR
A 5KVA, 500/250V, 50H2, single -phase transformer gave the fbllowing results:
From O.C Test: 500V, 1,{, 50W (H.V Side is opened)
From S.C Test: 25V, 10A, 60W (L.V Side is shorted)
Determine:
(i)'I'he Elliciency on Full-load, 0.8 lagging P.F.
(ii)The Voltage Regulation on Full-load 0.8 lagging P.F.
(iii) The Efficiency on60oh of Full-load,0.8 lagging P.F.
(iv) The Voltage Regulation on Full-load,0.6 leading P.F.

Draw the torque-slip characteristics of a 3-phase induction motor.
A 1/ pole 3 q alternaLor driver at speed of 500 r.p.m. suppiies power to an 8 pole 3
<p induction motor. If the slip of motor is 0.03p.u, calculate the speed.

OR
Derive the relation between rotor stafting torque and maximum torque.
A three phase induction motor is running at 1740 r.p.m. On a 60Hz supply.
Calculate number of poles, the slip and the rotor frequency.
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9 Discuss the construction features of salient and round rotor machine.

OR
L3 IzM'

10 A 3-phase, 50 Hz, star connected 2000 KVA, 2300V alternator has an effective L4 lznfl{
resistance of 0.12Q and gives a short circuit current of 6004. for a certain field
excitation. With the same excitation, the open circuit voltage was 900V. Calculate:
i) The synchronous impedance and reactance ii) The full load regulation when the

power factor is 0.8 lagging iii) The full load regulation when the power factor is 0.6

leading.

*** END x*{.
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